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Introduction—
a data fabric
approach to
multicloud data
integration

Modern enterprises are struggling with
increasingly complex data real estates as data
becomes more diverse, distributed, and dynamic
across hybrid cloud environments. New data
sources, applications, and requirements are
multiplying. According to an IDC report, as
architectures get more complicated, it’s harder
to maintain them and provide access to the data
needed, leading to 60–73% of all data being
unused in the average enterprise.1
Multicloud data integration addresses this
complexity and sprawl across on-premises,
multicloud and hybrid cloud environments.
When used as part of a data fabric, it can turn a
siloed data architecture into one where the right
data is delivered to the right place at the right
time. A data fabric is a technology architecture
approach that enables organizations to unlock
insight from their data wherever it resides
while keeping true to secure, governed,
and performant principles.

Data fabric strengthens compliance with
automated data governance and privacy
controls while maintaining regulatory
compliance no matter where data resides.
It also builds the basis for 360-degree
customer intelligence and trustworthy AI.
Modern data integration solutions that are
part of a data fabric allow you to create
flexible, reusable, augmented data pipelines
to create and deliver data products across
diverse domains and lines of businesses.
Forward-thinking organizations like Highmark
Health have already experienced the benefits
of such an approach.
Keep reading to get the full story or try
it for yourself with our multicloud data
integration trial.
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Why multicloud
data integration?
As organizations adapt to the complexities
of the modern data landscape, Chief Data
Officers (CDO), Chief Information Officers
(CIO), and other data leaders often struggle
with the management and integration of
this data while ensuring its quality and
governance. According to the IBM® Institute
for Business Value (IBV), data integration with
multiple systems of records is executives’
top implementation challenge to a digital
experience platform, and 40% of respondents
cited siloed data sources and lack of sharing
as organizational barriers.2

In contrast, a sound multicloud
data integration strategy can:
–

–

–

–

Democratize data access by delivering
data where you need it, whether it be
on-premises or any cloud, in near-real
time, batch, or a virtualized manner
Provide real-time synchronization of
operational and analytic data stores
without disrupting or impacting
mission-critical data
Serve the ever-growing population of new
data consumers by providing access to
data, wherever it resides, in a controlled,
regulated manner
Reduce vendor lock-in and enable greater
choice in data environments, allowing
enterprises to make selections that meet
their unique combination of pricing,
performance, security, and compliance
requirements

A sound multicloud data
integration strategy can
democratize data access
by delivering data where
and when you need it.
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The building blocks
of multicloud data
integration
The goal of multicloud data integration
is to democratize data access across the
enterprise, enable continuous availability
for mission-critical data, and empower new
data consumers, while keeping true to
secure, governed, and performant principles.
Modern data integration solutions require a
data delivery platform that supports different
integration and delivery styles while using
knowledge graphs, active metadata, and
policy enforcements to unify and govern data
across a distributed landscape. By leveraging
a flexible architecture that is purpose-built
for cloud native workloads, and infusing MLpowered capabilities that allow consumers
to unlock insight from their data wherever it
resides, modern data integration solutions
can provide faster access to high-quality
data for downstream analytics, business
intelligence (BI), AI, and data intensive
application consumers.

Data integration helps combine structured and
unstructured data from disparate sources into
meaningful and valuable data sets. Integration
styles such as bulk/batch integration (ETL
or ELT), data replication and streaming
integration, change data capture, and data
virtualization enable a variety of integration
use cases.

–

–
–

ETL and ELT are both data integration
processes that move raw data from a
source system to a target data repository,
such as a data lake or data warehouse.
Advanced transformation of the data can
either be applied in-flight (ETL), or postload (ELT). Data sources can be in multiple,
different repositories, including legacy
systems or systems of record, that are then
transferred using bulk or batch integration
to a target data location.

–

Data replication provides the flexibility
to replicate data between a variety of
heterogeneous sources and targets
for dynamic delivery, making it ideal
for multisite workload distribution and
continuous availability—whether across
data centers, from on premises or to
the cloud.
Change data capture captures database
changes as they happen, in real-time and
delivers them to target databases, message
queues, or as part of an ETL solution.
Data virtualization connects data across
data sources and makes it accessible
through a single access point—regardless
of data location, size, type or format. Data
engineers can quickly and easily fulfill ad
hoc data integration requests to validate
hypotheses or what-if scenarios.
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The building blocks
of multicloud data
integration
Data cataloging can help users easily find and
use the right data with a rich and metadatadriven index of cataloged assets. Data
catalogs with built-in quality analysis can
make inferences and identify anomalies. Some
catalogs have built-in refineries that help with
data discovery, cleansing and transforming the
data with data shaping operations.
Data governance makes the right data easier
to find for those who should have access
to it, while allowing sensitive data to remain
hidden or masked. A governance framework
designed to automate the enforcement
of data protection policies and backed by
automated metadata tagging is ideal for
the establishment and enforcement of data
governance policies and rules.

Advanced data engineering automates data
access and sharing, accelerating data delivery
with active metadata. Orchestration can also
be used to make DataOps pipelines simpler
to build, and run, improving the integration
and communication of data flows between
data producers and data consumers.
Automatic workload balancing and elastic
scaling make jobs ready for any environment
and any data volume.
Finally, you’ll want an approach that includes
solutions to provide self-service access, the
ability to query all data, and continuous data
availability.
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Data fabric—a
holistic approach
Gartner predicts that by 2023, organizations
using data fabric will dynamically connect,
optimize and automate data management
processes and reduce time to integrated data
delivery by 30%.3
A data fabric is an architectural approach that
simplifies data access in an organization to
facilitate self-service data consumption. It
brings together capabilities like those listed
previously as part of a unified architecture,
avoiding the cost and complexity of integrating
a plethora of point solutions. Instead of a
fragmented, group of products that have been
stitched together, a data fabric offers a single,
holistic solution that is built to work seamlessly.

In addition, a data fabric can address three
separate use cases beyond multicloud data
integration. These include data governance
and privacy, 360-degree views of customers,
and MLOps and Trustworthy AI. While the three
additional use cases are covered in separate
ebooks, it is important to remember that the
value of a data fabric approach goes beyond
the more streamlined and all-encompassing
solution for multicloud data integration.

A data fabric offers a single,
holistic solution that is built
to work seamlessly.
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Multicloud data
integration success
stories

Highmark
Health ↷
With 720,000 cases annually in the U.S., and
a staggering mortality rate between 25–50%,
sepsis isn’t just life-threatening; it doubles as
one of the country’s most expensive inpatient
conditions, consuming more than USD 27
billion annually.
At Pittsburgh-based Highmark Health a
team realized they could build a model from
insurance claims data and easily integrate
and deploy insights into the existing clinical
services application to identify high risk
patients for sepsis. With a data fabric, and
operationalizing a multicloud data integration
use case, Highmark could handle complex and
varied data sets—and even better—unite data
scientists, architects and engineers who were
collaborating on this first-of-a-kind project.

Highmark’s Director of Data Science R&D,
teamed with IBM to build a model, then score
and identify patients likely to develop sepsis.
They were able to eliminate data silos, provide a
trusted data source and reduce data preparation
by cataloging all attributes in one place. They
also integrated insights into the application
workflow and were able to monitor them for
bias, trust and transparency. Ultimately, the
AI development and deployment lifecycle was
reduced from 12 months to six weeks.
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“I think it was within a couple
of days that IBM came back
with a deployed model and
I was kind of shocked.”
Curren Katz
Director of Data Science R&D
Highmark Health
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Consider these
components
Your data integration needs a trustworthy
solution that ingests diverse data types from
multiple sources. IBM delivers a data fabric
architecture through IBM Cloud Pak® for Data,
an open, fully integrated data and AI platform. It
helps business users access pertinent, governed
data across a distributed data landscape.
IBM was recognized as a leader for data
integration solutions by Gartner in the 2021
Magic Quadrant for Data Integration Tools.
Gartner calls out IBM for its “Modular
architecture that supports intercloud and
hybrid integration patterns, strong support
for DataOps and capabilities that support
the data fabric design.”
IBM DataStage, IBM Watson Query, IBM
Watson Knowledge Catalog, and IBM Data
Replication products deliver a modernized data
integration solution to transform structured and
unstructured data from different sources into a
trusted, unified view.

IBM Cloud Pak for Data
IBM Cloud Pak® for Data brings together a
comprehensive data integration solution that
addresses all the needs of a modern data fabric
with built-in data virtualization. It creates an
end-to-end user experience rooted in metadata
and active policy management. With Cloud Pak
for Data users can view, access, manipulate and
analyze data without the need to understand its
physical format or location, and without having
to move or copy it.

IBM DataStage
IBM® DataStage® is an industry-leading data
integration tool that helps you design, develop
and run jobs that move and transform data. At
its core, the DataStage tool supports extract,
transform and load (ETL) and extract, load and
transform (ELT) patterns. Get flexible and near
real-time data integration, both on-prem and
on the cloud, with a scalable ETL platform
and workload balancing that executes up
to 30% faster.5

IBM Cloud Pak for Data allows companies
to automatically apply industry-specific
regulatory policies and rules to their data
assets, securing it across the enterprise.

Learn more about
IBM DataStage →

Learn more about
IBM Cloud Pak for Data →

Let’s look at Cloud Pak for Data and the
capabilities within it that allow you to ingest,
explore, prepare, manage, govern and serve
petabyte-scale data for business-ready AI.
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Consider these
components

IBM Watson Query
IBM Watson Query is a universal query engine
that executes distributed and virtualized queries
across databases, data warehouses, and data
lakes. Providing data virtualization capabilities,
Watson Query is the tool of choice for quick,
easy integrations to data sources. The amount
of effort required for small and large ETL jobs is
often the same; data virtualization helps improve
efficiency when smaller, ad hoc requests occur,
reducing ETL jobs by 25-65%.5 Through Watson
Query’s ability to enforce Watson Knowledge
Catalog’s policies, governance and data
protection is applied.

IBM Watson Knowledge Catalog
IBM Watson® Knowledge Catalog is a data
catalog tool that powers intelligent, self-service
discovery of data, models and more. The cloudbased enterprise metadata repository activates
information for AI, machine learning (ML) and
deep learning and can cut time to automate
data discovery, quality and governance by up
to 90%.6 Users can access, curate, categorize
and share data, knowledge assets and their
relationships, wherever they reside.
Learn more about
IBM Watson Knowledge Catalog →

IBM data replication
The IBM data replication portfolio of products
supports high volumes of data with very
low latency, making the solution ideal for
multisite workload distribution and continuous
availability—whether across the data center,
from on premises or to the cloud. This robust
support for sources, targets and platforms
ensures the right data is available in data
lakes, data warehouses, data marts and pointof-impact solutions, while enabling optimal
resource utilization and rapid ROI.
Learn more about
IBM data replication →

Learn more about
IBM Watson Query →
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Create your
ideal integrated
multicloud data
environment

If you’re excited to finally tame the data sprawl
and provide simpler, regulated data access for
all types of data users, we encourage you to
take advantage of a few resources. Foremost
is the free multicloud data integration trial,
which will provide hands on experience with a
data fabric designed for this use case. Second,
review the information on our multicloud data
integration website to learn even more about
the benefits. And, finally, reach out to one of
our experts either by scheduling a time online,
talking with your IBM representative or reaching
out to one of our business partners.

Check out the other three
data fabric use case ebooks:
Data Governance and Privacy
Customer 360
Trustworthy AI and MLOps
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